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 They don't have all the features of the other.nocd patches out there and have been in a somewhat 'permanent' state for a long time. After a game crash with RA2 and some of the.nocd fixes, I decided to take it a bit further and put together this version. You're missing a file, and you need to do an extra step to make the patch work properly. You'll also have to re-do the game files for RA2 every time
you update the patch. A.nocd patch will work for that, but will require you to always have RA2 re-downloaded. You can, however, copy the game data directory into a separate directory and then apply the patch to the new directory. Then you can copy the game files back to their original location. Then, you'll need to copy the nocd patch back to its original location. So, after these steps, you'll have a
single game directory. There will be only one game executable, and only one game data folder. You can still copy the game data from the old directory to the new, but you'll have to copy it into your game data folder (ie, the new directory) rather than the main game directory (the old directory). Unfortunately, I don't have any idea how to perform this patch in the new version of Yuri's revenge. The

patches will have to be recreated. I'd really appreciate it if someone could copy these patches into their own version of Yuri's revenge. As a side note, I need to mention that this patch was created to work with only the latest patch for Yuri's revenge. I'd be happy to make a similar patch for RA2, but I don't have the resource to do so. If a thread is created, please state the version of RA2 you're using. -
Green ---X3-24222013-1006-001---------------------Yuris Revenge 1.006-------------------------by Green------------------------- [Information]--------------------------Updated and Added new Information--------------------------[Character information]--------------------------If your character needs to use the.nocd patch, you need to place the update folder into your main game data folder (ie, not the main game

data folder, but a folder within it).--------------------------Updated Information--------------------------Changes are still necessary to maintain compatibility with the latest patch for Yuri's Revenge.--------------------------End of Changes 82157476af
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